WHO WE ARE

VIRGINIA TANDY OBE

Chair of Trustees – Appointed February 2014

Virginia Tandy has a wealth of experience in strategic cultural development and delivery and has held Director level posts both in local government and the independent cultural sector. A board member of a wide range of regional and national organisations, she was elected President of the Museums Association from 2006-2008. Currently a trustee of the Heritage Lottery Fund, she is a postgraduate researcher in cultural policy at the University of Manchester, a consultant and coach in the HE and cultural sectors and an adviser to charitable foundations. A Fellow of the Royal Society of the Arts, in 2009 she was awarded an OBE for services to the arts.
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Great meeting @YoungAdvisors today @curiousminds nw Excellent stepping stones youth participation and leadership #culture #arts
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NEWS

TRAILBLAZE JOB OPPORTUNITY: GO BABY PROJECT ASSISTANT (HTTP://WWW.CURIOUSMINDS.ORG.UK/NEWS-ITEM/2014/10/TRAILBLAZE-JOB-OPPORTUNITY-GO-BABY-PROJECT-ASSISTANT/)

CALLING ALL YOUNG CUMBRIAN SINGERS! (HTTP://WWW.CURIOUSMINDS.ORG.UK/NEWS-ITEM/2014/10/CALLING-ALL-YOUNG-CUMBRIAN-SINGERS/)


SEE MORE NEWS STORIES (HTTP://WWW.CURIOUSMINDS.ORG.UK/CURIOUSNEWS/NEWS/)

EVENTS

NOV 06 Curious about ... Building Partnerships with Arts Organisations and Libraries Habergham Mill (HTTP://WWW.CURIOUSMINDS.ORG.UK/CURIOUS-NEWS/EVENTS/CURIOUS-ABOUT-BUILDING-PARTNERSHIPS-WITH-ARTS-ORGANISATIONS-AND-LIBRARIES/)

NOV 07 Strategic Planning for your Social Enterprise The Civic Centre (HTTP://WWW.CURIOUSMINDS.ORG.UK/CURIOUS-NEWS/EVENTS/STRATEGIC-PLANNING-FOR-YOUR-SOCIAL-ENTERPRISE-2/)

NOV 12 Get Savvy with Silver Arts Award Cornerhouse (HTTP://WWW.CURIOUSMINDS.ORG.UK/CURIOUS-NEWS/EVENTS/GET-SAVVY-WITH-SILVER-ARTS-AWARD/)

SEE OUR EVENTS CALENDAR (HTTP://WWW.CURIOUSMINDS.ORG.UK/CURIOUSNEWS/EVENTS/)
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